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Maths 

To measure ourselves 

and the World around 

us. 

Make and justify 

estimates and 

approximations of large 

numbers; Explain 

methods and reasoning 

orally; Make general 

statements about 

patterns and 

relationships; Begin to 

find the mean of a set 

of data; Construct and 

interpret line graphs. 

Science 

     Human body and sports 

Explore the ways that 

nutrition, exercise and injury 

prevention impact on sports 

performance. Design an eating 

and exercise plan as well as 

your own warm up and warm 

down routine. 

English 

To continue to practice, 

improve and up-level our 

SPAG knowledge 

Children will examine how 

the author modifies their 

language to change the 

emphasis in writing, using 

adverbials and modal verbs. 

The children will then use 

these features of language 

to plan and write detailed 

stories of their own. 

Children will study poetry 

and create their own poems 

that include characters 

from the story 
 

 

Computing 

. To understand the term 

algorithm 

To create simple algorithms 

To use repeat instructions 

To create instructions for a 

purpose 

To debug a program 

To edit and improve their 

programming. 

PE 

To hone our gymnastics skills 

K2 and make cross curricular 

link with our science topic 

 

History 

 

To study a local area. 

To study the area in 

Scotland where our 

author was born and 

compare this to our own 

local area 

Art and DT 

To improve our 3D modelling 

skills by designing and creating 

our own mythical beast 

We will make it move through 

investigating cams mechanisms 

Geography 

To name and locate 

counties and cities of the 

United Kingdom, 

geographical regions and 

their identifying human 

and physical 

characteristics 

RE: 

Compare the spread of 

Christianity across the Middle 

East, Africa and Europe to the 

spread of Islam in overlapping 

areas but later centuries, and 

create an animation, including 

images of specific buildings. 

PSHCE  

To take turns and follow 

instructions effectively 

To listen when another 

pupil is speaking  

To follow the social 

communication program  

Forest school: 

To work as part of a team. 

To build items out of nature 

To keep a journal of our 

exploits. 

To understand how to be safe 

in the outdoors. 

To use tools safely. 


